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What? 



                           Medimed 2011

Technical data

"Matisse is spelt with two S’s"
 
Documentary

Color

16: 9 - HD

Spanish

English

100 minutes

Title:

Genre:

Color-B/W: 

Format:

Language: 

Subtitles: 

Duration:

2

Documenta Madrid 11
Aljazeera International Documentary Film Festival 2011

Cronograf 9
Cinestrat 2011

43ª Muestra Cinematográfica del Atlántico - Alcances

Selections



 Anywhere in the world springs, in the most natural 
way, the wonder of learning, the astonishment of discovery.
 
 A group of children attend an art school for a year. 
This documentary, a summary of that course, shows us that 
it is much more than that: the first emotions glide before 
our eyes, true, unique and precise moments in a concise 
biography of childhood.

Synopsis
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Long synopsis

  A few hanging smocks. A coat rack which 
reads: Léger, Plasticine, Matisse, Paste, Michelangelo... 
 
 In the Open School of Art of Ferrol (Galicia), a 
group of children between the ages of six and twelve are 
theorizing about Art with the help of their teacher; quite 
rightly, one of the students concludes: "Art serves to see 
things differently". 
 
 "Matisse is spelt with two S’s" is a portrait of 
childhood through an art school. In it, some children called 
Sharpener, Matisse, Palette, Paste and Giotto, among others, 
carry out activities such as painting au naturel, making 
collages, adapting famous paintings, visits to museums... all 
this while growing up, learning to relate to each other and 
seeking their place in the world.
 
 Ultimately, this documentary reflects a microcosm 
where the fears, joys, frustrations and contradictions that all 
human beings have, are laid bare for everybody to see.
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How?



Still Picture
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Poster
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Who? 



Direction, production, script, camera, editing:
 

Alberto Lobelle

 
Production assistant:

 
Roi Carballido

 

Direct sound:
 

Oskar López
Roi Gil

 

Audio post-production:
 

Roi Gil - Cochlea Audio
 

Color grading:
 

Pablo Goluboff
 

Graphic design:
 

Raquel Castro

Technical team
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three years of work, in which the magic of learning, the 

Director’s Biography

 Born in Galicia (Spain) in 1976, Alberto Lobelle 
begins his career in the audiovisual field at age 22, 
completing a camera operator course and an internship at 
Santiago de Compostela local television. The following year 
he enters the Escola de Imaxe e Son (School of Image and 
Sound) of A Coruña where he directs, writes and produces 
his first works. 
 
 Already in the professional field, he works on 
television series, documentaries, short films, 
advertisements and films as second assistant director, 
script supervisor and assistant director (although also 
sporadically in editing and production). With all this 
accumulated experience, as well as his continuous 
attendance to courses and showings being held at the film 
library of A Coruña (CGAI), in 2007 he decides to direct 
and produce his first professional project. It is at this point 
when we get to "Matisse is spelt with two S’s", a 
documentary representing the culmination of more than 

universality of the everyday is highlighted through a group 
of children who attend an art school for a year.
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2009
-2nd Assistant Director in the film "As reliquias do santo" by Bren entertainment.
-2nd  Assistant Director in TV advertisements "River sin y River 0,0 de Estrella Galicia" by 
Mondotropo.
-2nd  Assistant Director in the film "Retornos" by Vaca Films.
-Assistant Director and editor in the short film  “Illas” by Sin productions.
 
2008
-Assistant Director in the TV program "Route 66" by Continental TV and Filmanova.
-2nd Assistant Directior and Casting Director in the TV advertisement "Larsa – Los tiempos 
cambian" by Mondotropo.  
-2nd Assistant Director in the TV advertisement "012" by Mondotropo
 
2007
-Assistant Director in the TV program "A Casa de 1907" by Continental TV and Filmanova.
-2nd Assistant Director in the TV advertisement "Estrella Galicia - M.A.P.I.E." by 
Mondotropo.
-2nd Assistant Director in two TV advertisements "Pascual works"  by Congo Producciones.
-Editor in the short films "Audiovisual nas Aulas 2007" by Audiovisual Consortium of Galicia.
 
2006
-Assistant Director in the TV program "Casa de 1906" by Continental TV and Filmanova.
-2nd Assistant Director in the TV advertisement "Via Romana" of Mondotropo.
-Script in the short film "Arena" by BajoCero productions 
 
2005
-2nd 2nd Assistant Director in the film "Mia Sarah" by Formato Producciones.
-Production assistant in the documentary "Vilagarcía, Mar de Compostela" by Esferobite.
-Production assistant in the documentary "Vilagarcía, la Revolución Industrial y el 
Ferrocarril" by Esferobite.
-Script supervisor in the TV series "Libro de Familia" by Telecable Compostela.
-2nd Script Supervisor in the TV series "Pratos Combinados" by Editorial Compostela. 
 
2004 
-2nd Assistant Director in the TV series "4º sen ascensor" by La Región for TVG.
-Editor in the video production "Interludio" by TEOET group.
 
2003
-Line Producer in the documentary "Prestige, desastre en la Costa da Morte" by 
Continental TV and La Productora for The Discovery Channel.
-Line Producer in the short film "La Petición de Mano" by Pescaitofrito Films.
 
2002
-Director, Screenwriter and Producer in the short film "Antítese".
-2nd 2nd Assistant Director  in the TV series "Avenida de América" by TVG. 

Director’s C.V.
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shown in 2011.
After  severa l editings  and  screenings of over sixty  hours of  raw footage,  the  documentary is 

 The history of this project dates back to 2005, when a relative of mine told me of the 
activities at a school of art where all the children attending had picturesque names (Sponge, Van 
Gogh, Nib, Gauguin).  As he continued talking, my interest increased until I eventually thought to 
myself that the whole story might actually be documentary material.
 
 My approach from the outset was more than clear: there should be no interviews, narrator, 
dramatizations, or music.
 
 Time went on, and due to professional reasons, I shelved the idea for more than a year, but 
to my surprise, every so often I would find myself thinking about it. For me that was a clear signal 
that I needed to carry this project out. 
 
 In 2006, I decided to visit the "Escola Aberta of Art" in Ferrol and see for myself what was 
all this whole story really about. From the very beginning, the school owners were very receptive 
and that helped to put at ease all of my doubts. After attending several classes taking notes and 
photos, I realized that the children started treating me as one of their own (detail of utmost 
importance for my project). My only reservation at this stage remained whether, on the basis of 
non-intervention, I was going to get interesting material. After attending a few more classes (and 
even recording some footage with a camcorder) I realized that the answer to my own question was 
in the affirmative, corroborating the old saying "reality always surpasses fiction".
 
 I also became aware of the fact that the determining factor for my project was that I would 
only know in advance the activities the group would be doing but never what would happen as a 
result, and that was exactly the challenge to my documentary: to capture the moment. Thus I came 
to the conclusion that I had to shoot for as many days as possible, in order to show all the changes 
in the children as well as to have as much material as possible to shape the script.
 
 In 2007, I applied for a grant (the documentary title at the time was "A arte da vida" which 
translates as “The art of life”), with no positive results. After explaining the negative outcome to my 
technical team and the equipment rental company, they then showed me their one hundred percent 
support by accomodating to all of my needs (Which, by the way, I will never be able to thank them 
enough for). It was at this point when I decided to personally finance the project.
 
 After testing the camera, I chose to be the operator and to only use natural lighting, for both 
monetary reasons as well as to alter the students’ environment as little as possible. Thus, except in 
specific days, the film crew would be composed of only two people. 
 
 The recording process began in September 2007 and ended in July 2008, at a rate of one day 
a week (when the school was in session).  
 
 Editing was done as soon as daily recordings were completed, giving me the advantage of 
letting me know what did work and what didn’t, so I could rectify any errors for upcoming days. It 
was only then when I was able to fully confirm that my formal approach was indeed working.

The Director’s Notes
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Contact: 

Director-Productor:  Alberto Lobelle  tlf – 0034 687 075 175 e-mail: alberto_lobelle@hotmail.com

© Alberto Lobelle. All rights reserved


